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Made in SW19
At Neil Norton Design we create bespoke kitchens 
and furniture for the home.

We’re an innovative team of trendsetters who relish 
a challenge and embrace the complete creative 
process from concept through to completion. Our 
kitchens andfurnitureare truly bespoke: designed 
in house, handmade at our factory and installed 
by our expert craftsmen.

Our designers bring an artistic perspective to 
each and every project. We embrace your home, 
requirements and focus on all the details to ensure 
we create a living space you love and enjoy. We 
work with a broad range of materials, different fin-
ishes, colours, fittings and styles. This enables us 
to create beautiful bespoke kitchens and furniture 
to suit the exact life and style choices of you and 
your home.

This creative freedom ensures that Neil Norton 
Design is different. We offer a tailored approachto 
ensure every project is unique. We hope the fol-
lowing selection of recent projects inspires you and 
gives you a taste of what we do.  
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Brixton

Dark tones and ash burr textures. The Brixton 
kitchen is a unique design which features laser 
cut ash burr cabinets and a striking contrast of 
dark and light materials. It’s an adventurous and 
distinctive style. 
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Brixton

Open plan kitchen and living space
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Brixton

Horizontal bi-fold wall cabinet
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Village

Stylish and bold. The Wimbledon Village kitchen 
combines striking off-black cabinets with a moon 
rock work surface to create a luxurious space for 
cooking and living.  
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Village

Attention to detail.
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Vineyard

Artful and bright. The Vineyard kitchen is a design that 
focuses on maximising a limited space and connecting it 
with the open plan living style of this home. 

A contemporary design featuring white handleless cabine-
try, stone worktop and a wooden shelving integrated with 
the nearby staircase. 
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Southfields

Combining classic tradition with a touch of con-
temporary cool, the Southfields kitchen features 
ample storage and a layout which is both functional 
and comfortable.

A natural stone worktop, slim profile wooden cabi-
nets, graphite grey brushed finish nickel handles in 
two styles and warm lighting create this distinctive 
design.
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Wimbledon Park 

A room filled with natural light, the Wimbledon 
Park kitchen uses a single colour palette to com-
pletely open up this space. 

Features such as the island area and the baby shark 
profile worktop add depth to the handless design.
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Rostrever

Some architectural designs inspire you. Drawing 
inspiration from the room itself, the Rostrever 
kitchen is eclectic, fusing classic and contemporary 
styles to create this spirited design. 

A combination of midnight and walnut furniture, 
the Rostrever kitchen is a tale of two bold styles. 
Together this creates a special space, which also 
features a stunning underlit onyx marble bar area.
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Rostrever

Walnut Cabinets
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Bespoke living room, 
bedroom and bathroom 
furniture.
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Furniture

Our bespoke portfolio extends to home furniture. 
Every detail is carefully considered to ensure each 
piece combines functionality with aesthetic form. 
We design and build desks, living room storage, 
wardrobes, vanity cabinets and more. Each item is 
made to order, available in a custom size and finish.
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Sm
oked ash burr bar
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Bespoke Workstation
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Consultation 

Concept Design 

Site Survey 

Final Design Pack 

Assigned Production Slot 

Manufacture 

Installation 
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Our design process fosters an idea and brings it to 
reality. From an initial chat through to installation 
and completion, we seek to create a memorable 
experience. We believe that with imagination and 
collaboration, anything is possible.





167 Arthur Road, Wimbledon Park, SW19 8AD
info@neilnortondesign.com www.neilnortondesign.com
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